
Research statement  -  Thomas Miconi  

My research focuses on nature-inspired approaches to artificial intelligence, especially          
evolutionary algorithms and neuroscience-inspired extensions of artificial neural networks. 
 
Ph.D. research: evolutionary design of embodied virtual creatures 

During my Ph.D. I studied evolutionary algorithms for the design of autonomous agents.             
Inspired by the work of Karl Sims (Sims 1994), I built a system for simulating so-called “virtual                 
creatures” - articulated structures controlled by neural networks evolving in a physically            
realistic 3D environment. Both the morphology and control network of the “creatures” evolved             
by natural selection to perform various tasks, including physical combat (Miconi 2008a). I             
introduced novel evolutionary algorithms for efficient co-evolutionary design, and novel analysis           
methods to track the behavior and performance of evolution (Miconi 2009). This work             
culminated in a “virtual world” simulation, in which several dozen virtual creatures interacted             
(i.e. fought) and reproduced freely (Miconi 2008b).  
 
While evolution produced non-trivial behaviors, the simple neural networks strongly limited the            
potential complexity of evolved behavior. I therefore decided to work in computational            
neuroscience in order to learn more about the organization of biological brains. 
 

Neural mechanism of visual attention and visual search: cognition from simple neural circuits 

During my post-doctoral research, I first studied the neural basis of visual attention. I              
proposed a simple model that explains how a top-down attentional modulation, falling on higher              
visual areas, can produce the complex effects of attention on neural responses in visual cortex               
(Miconi and VanRullen 2016). The model required only the existence of modulatory feedback             
connections between areas, and short-range lateral inhibition within each area. This model            
reproduced many observed attentional effects, not only on response rates (response gain, input             
gain, biased competition automatically scaled to receptive field size), but also on receptive field              
structure (shifts and resizing of receptive fields both spatially and in feature space). 
 
Later, I proposed a model to explain how the brain guides the process of visual search in                 
complex environments (Miconi, Groomes, and Kreiman 2015). The model posits that attentional            
selection during visual search is computed in a specific retinotopic visual area, selective for              
moderately complex visual features, which also receives target-specific modulation. Crucially,          
the area undergoes local normalization through divisive inhibition at every point. As a result the               
resulting aggregate activity at any location in this area tracks the correlation between local input               
and target features, with relative independence from saliency effects, and successfully guides            
visual search. In order to validate this model, I designed and led a study of human behavior                 
during a visual search task. The model not only matched human performance in the task, but                
was also able to predict which objects the human subjects looked at, even on target-absent trials. 
 
Learning in primary visual cortex: spiking, plasticity, and attractor dynamics 
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I built a model of a development in primary visual cortex, composed of spiking neurons,               
endowed with spike-timing dependent plasticity at both incoming and recurrent synapses, with            
inhibition from a local population of interneurons (Miconi, McKinstry, and Edelman 2016).            
When exposed to natural stimuli (but not random pixel fields), the model spontaneously             
arranged into competitive groups of reciprocally-connected, similarly-tuned neurons, and         
demonstrated clear signature of attractor dynamics (in accordance with experimental          
observations (Harris and Mrsic-Flogel 2013; Bathellier, Ushakova, and Rumpel 2012)), while at            
the same time developing realistic, orientation-selective receptive fields for each individual cell.  
 
Biologically plausible learning in recurrent networks: reinforcement learning in the brain 

Recurrent neural networks (RNNs) operating in the chaotic regime can autonomously generate            
rich trajectories, and have been proposed as a model of cortical computation (Sussillo and              
Abbott 2009; Song, Yang, and Wang 2016). However, existing methods for training these             
networks are usually not biologically plausible, and/or require an implausible continuous,           
real-time reward signal at each point in time.  
 
I introduced a novel, biologically plausible learning rule for RNNs. This rule is Hebbian              
and uses only synapse-local information, and can learn complex tasks from sparse, delayed             
rewards at the end of each trial. Interestingly, the rule turns out to be a biological                
implementation of the classical REINFORCE algorithm. (Williams 1992). I applied this learning            
rule to several tasks from the primate electrophysiology literature, showing that it successfully             
learn memory maintenance and flexible (that is, context-dependent) responses. Furthermore, by           
analyzing network activity, I showed that trained networks exhibit complex dynamics previously            
observed in recordings of animal frontal cortices, such as time-varying representations of task             
features, switching from stimulus-specific to response-specific representations, and selective         
integration of sensory input streams (Miconi 2016 (In press)) 
 
Neural networks with differentiable structure 

Neural networks are usually trained by descending the gradient of an error signal over the               
weights of the connections within the network. However, the gradient descent method is usually              
only applied to the weights: the structure of the network is generally fixed and unaffected by                
training. I developed a method to make network structure differentiable, and thus            
amenable to gradient descent. Using this method, backpropagation can optimize not just the             
weights, but also the structure of the network (number of neuron, connectivity graph between              
layers, etc.). I applied this method to recurrent networks learning simple character prediction             
tasks. The networks can dynamically adjust their size to the difficulty of the problem.  
 
Learning to learn with Backpropagation of Hebbian plasticity 

Hebbian plasticity is a powerful principle that allows biological brains to learn from their              
lifetime experience. By contrast, artificial neural networks trained with backpropagation          
generally have fixed connection weights that do not change once training is complete. While              
recent methods allow neural networks to build new long-term memories from their experiences             
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(such as Neural Turing Machines and Memory Networks), the biologically supported principle            
of Hebbian plasticity is currently not amenable to backpropagation training. 
 
I have derived analytical expressions for activity gradients in neural networks with Hebbian             
connections. This makes it possible, for the first time, to use backpropagation to train              
networks with Hebbian plastic connections: backpropagation optimizes not just the          
baseline weights of the connections, but also their plasticity . As a result, the networks "learn               
how to learn" in order to solve generic classes of problems, designing networks that can               
successfully learn from experience and adapt to unpredictable or changing environments. I            
tested this Backpropagation of Hebbian Plasticity (BOHP) technique on various learning tasks,            
including pattern completion, one-shot learning, and reversal learning (Miconi 2016).  
 
Future research plans 

Backpropagation of Hebbian plasticity: towards end-to-end optimization of autonomous         

learning agents 

The backpropagation of Hebbian plasticity method introduced above immediately suggests a           
consequent research programme, with potentially high-impact outcomes. Some immediate         
avenues for investigation include:  
 
1- Extending the method to training by reinforcement learning, rather than direct supervised             
learning, which would greatly expand the range of application of the technique. 
2- Adapting the method to spiking networks (with spike-timing dependent plasticity). This is             
particularly important for neuromorphic hardware models, which are usually based on spiking            
neurons. Designing such hardware-based networks with plastic connections is currently a           
challenging problem, to which BOHP would provide a powerful solution. 
3- Introducing neuromodulation into the system, making it possible to train networks in which              
the plasticity of connections is controlled by the activity of other neurons. Neuromodulation can              
allow the networks to learn from rewards, as shown by models of the brain’s dopaminergic               
system (Montague, Dayan, and Sejnowski 1996).  
 
This programme (especially point 3) hints at the possibility of end-to-end automatic training of              
agents capable of learning autonomously from environmental experience and rewards. The           
potential impact hardly needs emphasizing. 
 
Evolutionary design of large-scale neural networks  

In parallel to this research on backpropagation training, I would be interested in pursuing              
evolutionary  approaches to large-scale network design.  
 
In natural evolution, genes do not encode each and every single connection within the brain.               
Rather, they specify a high-level description of the overall network: the number and size of               
different areas, as well as their generic local microcircuitry (which is highly consistent within              
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each cortical area) and large-scale inter-area connectivity patterns. The individual connections           
are then fine-tuned as a result of plasticity and neuromodulation. Similarly, evolutionary            
methods could automatically handle very large networks, by searching the space of overall             
network structures (number and connectivity of areas), rather than specifying the weights            
individual connections. Such networks would be specified as a set of parametrized cortical             
modules , with each module specifying the size, local connectivity pattern, plasticity level, etc. as              
well as the connections to other areas. This would reduce the specification of very large neural                
networks to a relatively small number of parameters, allowing their efficient exploration by             
neuroevolutionary techniques applied at the level of areas rather than single neurons. 
 
Video games with rich visual input constitute an ideal test bed for such networks. In particular,                
DOOM-like games have been recently introduced as a challenging platform for artificial            
intelligence techniques (Kempka et al. 2016). These domains require complex visual processing,            
navigation abilities and flexible, context-dependent action selection, and thus seem well suited            
to the type of multi-area networks described above.  
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